Please cite this article as: Richard, A.D., Tian, X.-L., El-Saadi, M.W., Lu, X.-H., Erasure of striatal chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (CSPG)-associated extracellular matrix (ECM) rescues aging-dependent decline of motor learning, Neurobiology of Aging (2018Aging ( ), doi: 10.1016Aging ( / j.neurobiolaging.2018 This is a PDF file of an unedited manuscript that has been accepted for publication. As a service to our customers we are providing this early version of the manuscript. The manuscript will undergo copyediting, typesetting, and review of the resulting proof before it is published in its final form. Please note that during the production process errors may be discovered which could affect the content, and all legal disclaimers that apply to the journal pertain. However, the striatal ECM is largely understudied. We first describe two major types of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (CSPG)-associated ECM in striatum: perineuronal nets (PNNs) and diffusive ECM. Both types of ECM accumulate in an aging-dependent manner. The accumulation of CSPG-associated ECM correlates with aging-dependent decline in striatumrelated cognitive functions, including motor learning and working memory. Enzymatic depletion of CSPG-associated ECM in aged mice via chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) significantly improves motor learning, suggesting changes in neural ECM CSPGs regulate striatal plasticity. Our study provides a greater understanding of the role of neural ECM underlying striatal plasticity and is an important precursor to design appropriate therapeutic strategies for normal and pathologic aging.
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Introduction
The global population of people aged 60 years and older is predicted to increase from 688 million in 2010 to 1.96 billion in 2050 and is expected to yield a significant healthcare burden worldwide (Lunenfeld, 2008) . Cognitive impairment has emerged as one of the greatest health threats to the aged population and is the most common shared symptom in multiple agingrelated neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, Fronto-temporal dementia, Huntington's disease, and others. Developing therapeutic interventions for such conditions demands a greater understanding of the substrates at the molecular and circuitry levels which underlie both normal and pathological brain aging.
Rapidly accumulating evidence suggests the neural extracellular matrix (ECM), a complex molecular network surrounding all neural cells, is involved in the enigmatic process of agingdependent cognitive impairment and neurodegeneration (Bonneh-Barkay and Wiley, 2009; Soleman et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014) . The neural ECM plays a key role in brain development, aging, and adult neural functions by regulating synaptic neurotransmission (Senkov et al., 2014) , which has led the evolution of the conceptual synapse from the traditional two components into a tetrapartite system (a "synaptic quadriga") which includes pre-and a postsynaptic element, astroglia, and synaptic/perisynaptic (or diffusive) ECM (Faissner et al., 2010) . Genetic and enzymatic targeting of neural ECM has profound effects on modulation of neuroplasticity, including acquisition of memories (Carulli et al., 2010; Romberg et al., 2013) , cognitive flexibility (Happel et al., 2014) , fear memory (Gogolla et al., 2009) , and drug/reward memories (Slaker et al., 2016; Slaker et al., 2015) in a bidirectional manner.
The neural ECM is associated with critical periods of neuroplasticity, which are periods during development in which intrinsic and extrinsic experiences shape immature neuronal circuits into mature, adult-like circuitry (Hensch and Bilimoria, 2012) . During these critical periods, the neural ECM plays a role in synaptogenesis and synaptic maturation, and therefore the establishment of M A N U S C R I P T
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functional and anatomic neuroarchitecture (Busch and Silver, 2007; Hensch, 2005 ). An overall reduction in neuroplasticity occurs during the closure of critical periods and coincides with the accumulation of a unique form of ECM that is characterized by lattice-like ECM structures termed perineuronal nets (PNNs) (Frischknecht and Gundelfinger, 2012) . The major constituents of the PNNs are chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs), hyaluronan and its synthesizing enzymes hyaluronan synthases, tenascin-R (Tn-R), and proteoglycan link proteins.
Due to the relationship between the neural ECM and plasticity, it is imperative to determine if a life-long accumulation of neural ECM contributes to aging-related alteration of the brain structure and fucntion. A recent report showed that hippocampal ECM molecules were significantly accumulated in aged mice and associated with aging-related decline of spatial memory (Vegh et al., 2014) . Aging-related accumulation of neural ECM in other brain regions has yet to be reported.
The striatum is the major input nucleus of the basal ganglia and contributes to voluntary movement, procedural learning (Graybiel and Grafton, 2015; Yin and Knowlton, 2006) , motor learning (Yin et al., 2009 ) and working memory (Lewis et al., 2004) . The striatum is significantly impacted in aging-related disorders of the basal ganglia, including Parkinson's and Huntington's diseases. The striatal ECM has been reported to accumulate during the motor critical period, post-natal day 8 (P8) to P16, during which ECM CSPG expression shifts from striosome to matrix compartment with concomitant appearance of PNNs (Lee et al., 2008) . Elimination of striatal CSPG-associated ECM have been linked to changes in gait and acquisition learning in the Morris water maze (Lee et al., 2012) , suggesting a functional role of ECM CSPGs in striatal plasticity. We hypothesize that the striatal CSPG-associated ECM inversely regulates neuroplasticity and contributes to aging-related cognitive decline. We first sought to address a possible aging-related accumulation of the striatal CSPG-associated ECM throughout the lifespan of mice. Second, we determined if striatum-associated cognitive functions decline in M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT very old mice. Lastly, by erasure of CSPG-associated ECM, we explored the relationship between the striatal CSPG-associated ECM and cognitive function in aged mice.
Materials and Methods
Animals
All procedures were performed in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at LSU Health Sciences Center-Shreveport. Mice were raised on a standard 12 hr light/dark cycle; behavioral experiments were performed between 9AM-5PM during the light cycle. All mice used in this study were in a mixed C57Bl/6J background. Both male and female mice were used for behavioral and immunohistological experiments; animal genders are noted where appropriate. For the young adult (2-3 months) mice, animals from 4 litters were used for behavior and 1 litter for immunohistochemical staining. For the aged (18-22 months) mice, animals from 6 litters were used for behavior and 1 litter for immunohistochemical staining. A subgroup of mice from the aged cohort that previously underwent behavioral testing were chosen for the chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) experiments. Immunohistochemistry experiments were performed in young and aged mice naïve to behavioral testing.
Accelerating rotarod
The accelerating rotarod is often used to measure motor coordination and motor learning in mice (Buitrago et al., 2004; Hirata et al., 2016; Shiotsuki et al., 2010; Yin et al., 2009) . To assess potential aging-related changes in motor learning, mice were trained and tested in the accelerating rotarod using the following procedure:
Habituation: Before training on the first day, mice were handled briefly and placed on the rotarod platform for 15 minutes to reduce novelty of the rotarod apparatus.
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Training: Mice were trained to stay on the rotarod at a constant speed of 4 rpm for three-3 minute trials. The procedure was repeated for three days for a total of 9 trials per mouse. The experimenter placed the mouse on the rod and assisted the animals to stay on the rod during each trial until no further assistance was necessary, usually by the second or third training day.
Testing: Following the final training day, mice underwent three test trials per day with the rotarod set at an acceleration rate of 4-40 rpm/10 minutes. Latency to fall from the accelerating rotarod was recorded for each trial. Animals were allowed a minimum time of 20 seconds to be counted as a successful trial and 600 seconds as the maximum trial time. The procedure was repeated for three days for a total of 9 trials per mouse. Latency to fall data were normalized to the average latency from trial 1 (T1) within each cohort in order to analyze learning curves. The normalized data were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA. For rotarod comparison between young and aged mice, age was used as the between-subjects factor and training (improvement over time in the rotarod) as the within-subjects factor. For rotarod comparison between ChABC and saline-treated mice, treatment was used as the between-subjects factor and training as the within-subjects factor.
Open field
To assess potential age-related differences in spontaneous locomotion, mice were tested in an open field chamber (Accuscan Instruments) equipped with vertical and horizontal activity sensors (Liu et al., 2011; Prut and Belzung, 2003; Shoji et al., 2016) . Mice were allowed to habituate to the testing room for 1 hr prior to open field testing. Following habituation, mice were placed into the testing chambers and activity parameters including total distance traveled, time spent moving, horizontal movement, vertical movement, and rearing time were measured for a total of 30 minutes per animal. Data were analyzed using Versamax and transformed to excel format using Versadat software. Data from each open field parameter were compared either between age groups or treatment groups using independent samples t-test.
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T-maze
To assess aging-related differences in working memory, mice underwent T-maze testing for spontaneous alternation (Deacon and Rawlins, 2006) . Mice were allowed 30 minutes to habituate to the testing room before the procedure. Mice were placed in the starting arm of the maze facing away from goal arms with a central partition to facilitate arm choice and allowed up to 2 minutes to enter the left or right goal arm. Following each goal arm choice, a sliding guillotine door was used to block the animal in the chosen arm for an inter-trial interval of 30 seconds. After the inter-trial interval, mice were placed into the starting arm and allowed to make a secondary choice with the omission of the central partition. Alternate choices in each test were counted as successful trials. Each animal underwent three trials per day for 9 total trials. The total number of correct alternations over the 9 trials per mouse were expressed as a percentage. Percentage of correct alternations was compared between age or treatment groups using independent samples t-test.
Stereotaxic Surgeries
Chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) solutions (Sigma-Aldrich, C3667) were prepared by dissolving lyophilized powder in a solution of 0.01M PBS and 0.01% bovine serum albumin at a concentration of 0.04 U/µL. Working solutions were diluted to 0.02 U/µL using sterile PBS. For ChABC striatal infusions, mice were briefly anesthetized with isoflurane and affixed to a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments). Bilateral holes were drilled at coordinates AP +1.21 mm and ML +/-1.5 mm relative to bregma. A 25G infusion cannula (World Precision Instruments, INC26-70) was lowered to DV -2.75 mm into the dorsal striatum. ChABC (2 µl, 0.04U) or sterile PBS (2 µl) were infused at a rate of 0.02 µl/min. The cannula was left in place for 5 minutes upon completion of infusion to allow for diffusion. Mice were allowed at least 1 week to recover before undergoing behavior testing.
Histology
All mice used for histological experiments were deeply anesthetized using isoflurane and underwent transcardial perfusions using cold 0.1M PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde.
Brains were removed and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight, then immersed in 30% sucrose for cryoprotection for 24-48 hr. Brains were sectioned along the coronal or sagittal plane at 40 um thickness using a Leica cryostat. Immunohistolchemical staining was performed for CSPG-associated ECM quantification via the following protocol: matched coronal brain sections selected at random were quenched in 0.3% H 2 O 2 for 20 minutes. Following washes, sections were incubated in biotinylated wisteria floribunda agglutinin (WFA, Vector labs, 1:500) in 0.1M PBS at 4° overnight. The next day, sections were incubated in avidin-biotin complex (Vectastain Elite ABC HRP Kit R.T.U., Vector labs) for 2 hr. Sections were then washed and incubated in chromogen/substrate (Vector labs SG) for 3 minutes to allow for color development. Sections were then mounted onto slides and dehydrated with ethanol washes (50%-75%-95%-95%-100%-100%) for 2 min each and cleared with three xylene washes for 5 min. Sections were then coated with Permount (Thermofischer Sci), coverslipped, and allowed to dry completely before imaging. Immunofluorescent staining was performed to visualize the striatal CSPG-associated ECM via the following protocol: sagittal sections containing the dorsal striatum were selected and quenched in 0.3% H 2 O 2 for 20 minutes. Following washes, sections were incubated in biotinylated WFA (1:200) in 0.1M PBS at 4° overnight. The next day, sections were washed and incubated in streptavidin-conjugated Alexafluor 594 (1:300) in 0.1M PBS for 1hr at room temperature. Finally, sections were washed and mounted onto slides, coated with Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI (Vector labs), and coverslipped. Confocal images were taken using an LSM510 confocal system (Carl Zeiss Inc., Oberkochen, Germany). 
Image analysis
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Data analysis
All data were analyzed in IBM SPSS Statistics ver.
Independent samples t-tests were used
to analyze open field, T-maze, and immunohistological data for both young-aged and salineChABC cohort comparisons. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA were used to analyze accelerating rotarod data for both young-aged and saline-ChABC cohort comparisons. P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant. Statistical outliers were determined via SPSS "explore" function and were classified as data points occurring 1.5-3.0Q from the mean. One outlier was identified in the T-maze young-aged comparison and was removed from analysis.
Results
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Aging-related accumulation of striatal CSPG-associated ECM.
In order to study CSPG-associated striatal ECM in young and aged mice, we performed immunohistochemical and immunofluorescent staining using wisteria floribunda agglutinin (WFA) to label N-acetylgalactosamine residues of the ECM CSPG sidechains (Horii-Hayashi et al., 2015) . Evident from observations of WFA staining at sagittal view of a mouse brains (3 month old), the striatal ECM is unique in its relatively low level of WFA staining in comparison to other brain areas, particularly cortical regions, and prominent diffusive ECM content (Fig. 1A) .
In the striatum, observations present the presence of PNNs, highly-specialized ECM structures previously as reported (Hartig et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2008 Lee et al., , 2012 , and diffusive ECM in relatively close proximity to PNNs. (Fig. 1B-D) . To rule out the possibility of this diffusive ECM simply being a staining artifact, we performed unilateral intrastriatal infusions of chondroitinase ABC (ChABC), which is sufficient to deplete extracellular chondroitin sulfate moieties of CSPGs in vivo (Bradbury et al., 2002; Moon et al., 2001) . Following ChABC treatment, we observed a depletion of CSPGs associated with both PNNs and diffusive ECM ( Fig. 1E-F ). This result confirms our observation of two distinct CSPG-associated ECM structures, PNNs and diffusive ECM, existing within the striatum of mice.
The striatal CSPG-associated ECM has been reported to rapidly accumulate during the motor critical period and undergoes reorganization from striosomes to matrix at the end of the critical period (Lee et al., 2008) . Immunohistochemical staining for WFA revealed an accumulation of CSPGs in diffusive, patch-like structures in post-natal day 7 (P7) in mice ( Fig. 2A,D) . In order to determine if the striatal CSPG-associated ECM continues to accumulate over the lifespan of mice, immunohistochemical staining for WFA was performed in four young mice (3 months, M = 2, F = 2) and four aged mice (22 months, M = 2, F = 2) naïve to behavioral testing. Two levels of striatum were used (1.21 mm and 0.73 mm anterior to bregma) per animal ( Fig. 2E-F) . In order to quantify CSPG-associated ECM between age groups, we applied thresholds to images to M A N U S C R I P T
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isolate PNN and diffusive ECM signals and quantified them separately. We first counted the total numbers of PNN-expressing cells per striatum of each animal. No significant differences were found in number of striatal PNNs between age groups (Fig. 3A-B) . Secondly, the total area per striata with intensely-stained PNNs was quantified. A significant trend (p = 0.06, t-test)
toward an increase in PNN intensity in aged mice was found (Fig. 3C-D) . In order to quantify diffusive ECM intensity, we applied a threshold that did not include PNN staining. We found a 1.45-fold increase (p = 0.04, t-test) in diffusive ECM intensity between young and aged mice ( Fig. 3E-F) . Our current results demonstrate a significant accumulation of striatal CSPGassociated ECM during aging which may impact cognitive aging.
Aging-dependent decline of striatum-related cognitive function.
Recent studies have demonstrated that depletion of specific ECM molecules can restore juvenile-like plasticity in adult mice (Carulli et al., 2010; Gogolla et al., 2009; Pizzorusso et al., 2002; Romberg et al., 2013) . Based on the relationship between reduced neural ECM and improved neuroplasticity, we wanted to determine if striatal CSPG-associated ECM accumulation is associated with aging-related decline of striatum-related cognitive functions.
Young (2-3 months) and aged (18-22 months) mice were tested in a battery of behavioral paradigms comprising both motor and cognitive examinations. Animals were first tested for motor learning using the accelerating rotarod, which has been reliably used to test both motor function as well as motor learning (Buitrago et al., 2004; Hirata et al., 2016; Shiotsuki et al., 2010; Yin et al., 2009) . Studies have demonstrated a critical role for the dorsal striatum in acquisition and long-term motor learning in the accelerating rotarod task (Bergeron et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2004; Yin et al., 2009) . Young (n = 12, M = 7, F = 5) and aged (n = 11, M = 7, F = 4) mice were trained to walk on the rod at a constant speed for three days and then undergo testing trials on an accelerating rod (4-40 rpm/10 minutes) over three days for 9 total trials.
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (RM-ANOVA) was used to analyze the accelerating
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rotarod data in order to study the improvement over time by mice in either age group due to repeated trials (training). Latency to fall data were normalized to the average latency from trial 1 (T1) within each cohort in order to analyze learning curves. Raw latency to fall data between young and aged mice are shown in Fig. S1A . RM-ANOVA did not reveal a significant effect of Gender for either age group (F 1,11 = 0.9502, p = 0.3527 for young mice, F 1,11 = 0.008951, p = 0.9267 for aged mice) nor a significant interaction between Training x Gender (F 8,11 = 0.6988, p = 0.6915 for young mice, F 8 , 11 = 0.8197, p = 0.5875 for aged mice, Fig. S1C-F) . Male and female mice were therefore combined in both age groups. RM-ANOVA revealed a significant effect of Training (F 8,22 = 5.351, p < 0.001) over all 9 trials for both age groups, indicating that both age groups responded to rotarod testing and improved significantly over subsequent trials.
There was not a significant between-subjects effect (F 1,22 = 1.119, p = 0.302), suggesting no difference in motor performance between age groups. However, there was a significant interaction between Training x Age (F 8,22 = 2.051, p = 0.043), suggesting the rate of learning was different between age groups (Fig. 4D) . This difference in rate of learning between age groups was most apparent in the first day trials, during which there was a significant interaction between Training x Age (F 2,22 = 3.771, p = 0.031) and a trend toward significance in motor performance (F 1,22 = 3.998, p = 0.059). Overall, these data reveal that young mice are able to improve in the accelerating rotarod at a faster rate than aged mice, although with repeated training, aged mice are able to learn the accelerating rotarod comparably to young mice.
In order to further exclude the possibility that the differences found in the accelerating rotarod between young and aged mice could be attributed to differences in spontaneous locomotor activity, we tested mice (young n = 11, M = 7, F = 4; aged n = 11, M = 7, F = 4) in the open field chamber for one 30 minute trial (Liu et al., 2011; Prut and Belzung, 2003; Shoji et al., 2016) . No significant differences were found in distance traveled (p = 0.460, t-test) or number of movements (p = 0.140, t-test) between these age groups (Fig. 4A,C) , suggesting there is no M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT significant decline of locomotor activity between age groups. Additionally, we did not find a significant aging-related difference in time spent in the center of the chamber (p = 0.156, t-test), which suggests there may not be an aging-related difference in anxiety-related behavior between groups (Fig. 4B) . No significant differences in spontaneous locomotion were found between genders in young mice (Fig. S2D-F) . However, within aged mice, significant differences were found in distance traveled (p = 0.017, t-test) and number of movements (p = 0.002, t-test), but not time spent in center (p = 0.419, t-test), indicating a possible aging-related difference in spontaneous locomotion between genders (Fig. S2A-C) . A previous large-cohort study of young and aged mouse behavior only utilized males (Shoji et al., 2016) . Further behavioral testing would be necessary to confirm this finding.
To explore other aging-related changes in striatum-related cognitive functions, we measured spatial working memory using the T-maze task for spontaneous alternation (Deacon and Rawlins, 2006) . Mice (young n = 10, M = 6, F = 4; aged n = 9, M = 4, F = 5) were tested for three trials a day for three days, yielding 9 total trials. We found that aged mice had a significantly lower mean percentage of correct arm choices than young mice (60.5% and 76.5%
respectively, p = 0.026, Fig. 4E ). In addition to these findings, we also found young female mice performed significantly better than their male counterparts (88.8% and 69.8% respectively, p = 0.021, t-test, Fig. S2G ). However, this gender difference was not found in aged mice (p = 0.679, Fig. S2H ). Previous studies in young adult humans have indicated gender differences in visual-spatial working memory (Harness et al., 2008; Voyer et al., 2017) in which females have performed better in visual-based working memory tasks with no distractions or verbal cues.
t-test,
Additional working memory tasks would be necessary in order to confirm this result. Overall, these data indicate an aging-related decline in spatial working memory, which is regulated by several neuronal circuits from the hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex, and also involves the striatum and caudate nucleus in humans (Eriksson et al., 2015) .
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ChABC depletes striatal CSPG-associated ECM.
In order to determine if the striatal CSPG-associated ECM plays a functional role in the observed aging-related decline of motor learning and working memory, we injected ChABC, an enzyme catalyzing the removal of 4-and 6-sulfated CS substrates from CSPGs, bilaterally into the dorsal striatum in aged mice. ChABC has been demonstrated in many studies to be sufficient to deplete CSPG-associated ECM for at least 2-4 weeks across several brain regions and is also effective in the striatum (Gogolla et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2008 Lee et al., , 2012 Slaker et al., 2015) . In accordance with previous publications, we also found that ChABC (0.4U) depleted striatal matrix CSPGs (Fig. 5A-B) , making it suitable to use in aging-related neuroplasticity studies.
Intrastriatal ChABC improves motor learning in aged mice.
Eleven aged mice (18-22 months) were used to determine a correlation between the observed aging-related increase in striatal CSPG-associated ECM and decline of striatal-related cognitive function. The aged mice were subjected to bilateral intrastriatal infusions (AP +1.21, ML ± 1.5, DV -2.75) of either 2 µL ChABC solution (0.02U/µL) or 2 µL sterile PBS/0.01% BSA stock solution lacking ChABC as a surgical control (ChABC n = 6, M = 3, F = 3; Vehicle control n = 5, M = 4, F = 1). Mice were allowed 1 week to recover from surgeries before undergoing behavior testing.
In order to determine if striatal CSPG-associated ECM depletion can improve motor learning in aged mice, we tested the ChABC and vehicle-treated mice (n = 5 per group, ChABC M = 3, F = 2; Vehicle M = 4, F = 1) in the accelerating rotarod following the same protocol as described except the mice did not undergo a second round of training at constant speed. One ChABCtreated mouse failed to reach the predetermined 20 second criteria and was excluded from analysis (see Methods). Data from testing trials were normalized to the 1st trial average per M A N U S C R I P T
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each group to detect differences in motor learning between groups, consistent with young and aged rotarod testing (Fig. S1B) . Our data did not detect significant motor performance differences between vehicle and ChABC-treated mice during the first three trials of Training Day 1 (Fig. S3A) . RM-ANOVA revealed a significant effect of Training over the 3 testing days (F 2,9 = 17.160, p < 0.001) indicating mice were able to continually improve during the re-testing phase.
There was not a significant between-subjects effect (F 1,9 = 0.027, p = 0.874), indicating no difference in motor performance between ChABC and vehicle-treated mice. There was a significant interaction of Training x Treatment (F 2 , 9 = 6.598, p = 0.022), suggesting that ChABC treatment impacted the learning curve in the aged mice (Fig. 5F ). Overall, these data suggest ChABC treatment, and therefore striatal CSPG-associated ECM depletion, is sufficient to improve motor learning in aged mice.
In order to study the contributions of the striatal CSPG-associated ECM to spatial working memory, we also tested mice (ChABC n = 6, M = 3, F = 3; Vehicle n = 5, M = 4, F = 1) in the tmaze task for spontaneous alternation as described. We found no significant difference in the task between treatment groups (p = 0.968, Fig. 5G ), indicating striatal CSPG-associated ECM depletion does not impact working memory in aged mice.
Discussion
This study provides, to the best of our knowledge, the first description of the two major types CSPG-associated ECM in the striatum. Importantly, we identified an aging-related accumulation of striatal CSPG-associated ECM. The accumulation of CSPG-associated ECM correlates with decline in striatum-related cognitive function, including motor learning and working memory.
Enzymatic depletion of the striatal CSPG-associated ECM in aged mice via ChABC significantly improves motor learning, suggesting CSPG-associated ECM regulates striatal plasticity.
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Striatal CSPG-associated ECM across the lifespan of mice:
Despite the critical role of striatal neuroplasticity in neural function, neurologic and mental disorders, and mechanism of action of psychotropic drugs, the detailed characterization of neural ECM and PNNs in the striatum is scarce especially in contrast to other brain structures, such as the cortex, amygdala, and hippocampus. It has been reported that striatum has a low level of PNN staining in the rat (Bertolotto et al., 1996; Bruckner et al., 1996) and in the mouse (Lee et al., 2012) . Here, we have reported for the first time, two distinct proteoglycan-associated structures in the striatum of adult mouse brains, including the highly-specialized PNNs (Lee et al., 2008 (Lee et al., , 2012 ) and another, not well-characterized, diffusive ECM structure spreading across the neostriatum. The diffusive CSPG-associated ECM appeared at P7 in clusters and became more diffusive during adult stages. After 2-3 months of age, the diffusive CSPG-associated ECM distributes into the whole striatum. Intrastriatal infusions of ChABC depleted WFA staining of both PNNs and diffusive ECM ( Fig. 1C-D) . This result confirms that two distinct types of CSPG-associated ECM structures, PNNs and diffusive ECM, existing within the striatum of mice. The CSPG-associated diffusive ECM accumulated significantly during the aging process (from 3 months of age to 22 months). Furthermore, we also found a trend toward a significant increase of CSPG-associated ECM within striatal PNNs. It is possible that CSPG-associated ECM changes in other brain regions during aging could be different from that of the striatum, especially based on our observation that the striatal CSPG-associated ECM pattern is visibly different from cortical regions, midbrain, and other regions within the basal ganglia.
The basal ganglia system is integral to several central nervous system functions, such as motor, cognition, and affective control (Nelson and Kreitzer, 2014) . The basal ganglia comprise several subcortical nuclei, including the striatum (caudate/putamen in primates), globus pallidus external and internal segments (GPe and GPi respectively), subthalamic nucleus (STN), and substantia nigra (SN). In the striatum, the vast majority of neurons receiving cortical inputs are the spiny M A N U S C R I P T
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projection neurons (SPNs). SPNs are divided into two subpopulations, the direct pathway SPN (dSPN) expressing Gs-coupled dopamine D1 receptors and sending axons directly to GPi and the substantia nigra (SN) pars reticulata (SNr), and the indirect pathway SPN (iSPN) expressing
Gi-coupled D2 receptors, as well as Gs-coupled adenosine A2a receptor, and sending axons indirectly to the SNr via the GPe and STN. The striatum contains neurochemically defined compartments termed striosomes and matrix (Gerfen, 1984; Graybiel and Ragsdale, 1978; Herkenham and Pert, 1981) . These subcompartments receive input from different and overlapping neuronal populations from cortex and are considered to influence motor and cognitive behavior in different ways. Matrix neurons are preferentially innervated by superficial layers of sensorimotor regions and project predominantly to SNr and other basal ganglia nuclei, but not SN pars compacta (SNc) (Gerfen, 1984 (Gerfen, , 1985 Smith et al., 2016) which serve complimentary roles in the execution of behavior. Striosomes receive preferential limbic innervation from deep layer corticofugal neurons situated in prelimbic, infralimbic, and premotor cortices (Donoghue and Herkenham, 1986; Eblen and Graybiel, 1995; Friedman et al., 2015; Gerfen, 1984; Goldman-Rakic, 1982 ) and project to the dopamine neurons in SN and other basal ganglia nuclei (rodent: (Fujiyama et al., 2011; Gerfen, 1984 Gerfen, , 1985 Watabe-Uchida et al., 2012) primates: (Jimenez-Castellanos and Graybiel, 1989) , playing role in the selection and regulation of appropriate motor and cognitive commands.
The temporal and spatial distribution patterns and occurrence of regional specialization of CSPG-associated ECM in the striatum might provide a basis for implication in striatal development and adult function. Consistent with the previous report (Lee et al., 2008) we identified diffusive WFA+ CSPG clusters during early postnatal development in the striatum.
One specific type of CSPG, neurocan has been reported to be transiently expressed in striosomes during early striatal development (Charvet et al., 1998) . In these studies, the appearance of the diffusive CSPG clusters disappear by P14 in the striatum, coincident with the M A N U S C R I P T
appearance of PNNs mostly surrounding the parvalbumin+ interneurons (Lee et al., 2012) . In early postnatal development, the major striatal afferents: nigral dopaminergic, cortical and thalamic glutamatergic afferents, delineate a mosaic organization to form 'afferent islands' in the immature striatum (Nakamura, (Nakamura et al., 2009) . During the second postnatal week, SPNs in the striosome co-localizing with affinity islands undergo rapid excitatory synaptogenesis. Sparse genetic labelling of dSPNs also identified drastic dendritic maturation (Lu and Yang, 2017) in the second postnatal week. During this period, corticostriatal connectivity has been reported to be highly sensitive to changes in striatal neuromodulation and cortical activity (Kozorovitskiy et al., 2015) , suggesting that early imbalances in cortical or striatal function can alter the trajectory of corticostriatal circuit maturation.
PNNs also buffer activity-dependent ionic fluctuations to create a stable local environment around fast spiking neurons during development. It has been hypothesized that CSPGs can regulate consolidation of neural circuits by defining a permissive environment (Pizzorusso et al., 2002) Thus, the diffusive CSPG clusters may play a critical role in consolidation of glutamatergic afferents to SPNs and promotion of rapid excitatory synaptogenesis leading to functional maturation of the striatum.
Unlike the previous report of diffusive CSPG clusters disappearing in the adult striatum (Lee et al., 2008) , we found the diffusive CSPG clusters distributed into the whole striatum. Most importantly, this CSPG-associated diffusive ECM accumulated during aging. In adult mice, the prominent ECM structures in the striatum is PNNs, the majority of which surround interneurons (Lee et al., 2008 (Lee et al., , 2012 . Apart from PNNs, we reported the widespread presence of WFA reactivity for CSPG-associated ECM components that appear as diffuse staining in the neuropil.
Although the structural and molecular organization of which remains to be elucidated, the staining pattern is consistent with the characteristics of perisynpatic structures surrounding SPNs. It has been shown in adult mice that ChABC attenuation of striatal ECM CSPGs M A N U S C R I P T
increases acquisition latency in the Morris Water Maze, but does not affect reconsolidation (Lee et al., 2012) . However, ChABC also eliminates CSPGs of the diffusive ECM. It has been hypothesized that PNNs limit neuroplasticity due the observation that the presence of PNNs coincides with the closure of critical periods. The mechanism may involve limitation of neuronal contacts, acting as a scaffold to inhibit synaptogenesis and to restrict receptor motility Wang and Fawcett, 2012) .
There is evidence CSPG-associated diffusive ECM may also be involved in these processes.
Microinjection of ChABC to eliminate CSPGs in the diffusive ECM, but not PNNs, was sufficient to induce spine remodeling (Orlando et al., 2012) . Thus, the function of CSPG-associated diffusive ECM may be similar to that of CSPGs within PNNs, but in a less restrictive manner.
Perhaps the existence of both PNNs and diffusive ECM in the adult striatum, which may convey relatively strong or weak impacts on plasticity, could offer an advantage for adaptation to the ever-changing external and internal environments. One of the current limitations in understanding the contribution of PNNs in brain and spinal cord neuroplasticity is that the enzyme ChABC has been used almost exclusively to degrade PNNs, but it depletes both diffusive ECM and PNNs . In order to differentiate specific functional differences between these types of ECM, precise genetic or pharmacologic experiments are warranted.
Cognitive decline and striatal CSPG-associated ECM accumulation:
It has been verywell established that there are aging-related changes in motor performance. For older adults, a more widespread engagement of the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia networks is required for motor control. However, the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia are the most vulnerable brain regions to aging-dependent alterations, resulting in an imbalance of "supply and demand" (Seidler et al., 2010) . It has been consistently revealed that older adults have a reduced ability to optimize their motor performance after instruction. A more robust aging-related difference can M A N U S C R I P T
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be found in older adults to perform complex motor learning tasks, e.g., in the fine motor skill tasks, older adults do not show significant improvements, but demonstrate an increased and more robust performance difference with practice (Voelcker-Rehage, 2008).
In order to evaluate if and how striatal CSPG-associated ECM accumulation impacted behavior in aged animals, we examined both motor learning and working memory activity in behavioral tasks which are regulated, at least in part, by the striatum (Landau, 2009) . The dorsal striatum is critical for the acquisition of motor skills as well as the optimization and execution of a learned skill (Costa et al., 2004; Yin et al., 2009) . The accelerating rotarod is often used to test motor performance (Deacon, 2013) and motor learning (Shiotsuki et al., 2010) . The paradigm and/or apparatus can be modified to increase the performance ceiling, such as the addition of training days and, a slow acceleration rate, and modifying the rotor size (Shiotsuki et al., 2010) . Using this task, we found that young mice were able to rapidly learn and improve in the first day's trials and eventually plateaued by the last day. Aged mice were unable to learn at the same rate, but with repeated training, reached the same performance as young mice by days two and three.
These data suggest aged mice exhibit impaired learning efficiency, although learning potential is preserved. Similar findings have been reported in humans, in that aged individuals learn complex motor tasks more slowly than young adults but have similar learning potentials and motor memory retention. (Ren et al., 2013) This finding wasn't due to a decline in spontaneous locomotion, as we did not see significant changes in overall locomotor activity between young and aged mice in the open field test, which has been previously reported in a large cohort study on behavior in C57Bl/6 mice (Shoji et al., 2016) .
In addition to the decline of motor learning in aged mice, we also observed a decline in spatial working memory as revealed by the t-maze task for spontaneous alternation. Working memory processes are regulated by both cortical and sub-cortical regions including the prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex, and nuclei within the basal ganglia (Eriksson et al., 2015) . The dorsal striatum M A N U S C R I P T
has shown to be critical for the maintenance phase of working memory (Landau et al., 2009; Lewis et al., 2004) . Aging-related decline in working memory may contribute to the decline of motor learning, especially to the cognitive and attentive requirements necessary to learn highcomplexity motor sequences (Seidler et al., 2012) . This evidence led us to hypothesize the aging-related decline of working memory, like motor learning, may be related to the accumulation of CSPG-associated ECM in the striatum. Interestingly, there was no effect on working memory following ChABC treatment. An explanation of this result is that the striatal CSPG-associated ECM is not the critical regulator of the short-term neuroplasticity associated with working memory tasks. Neural ECM depletion in other candidate brain regions, possibly the prefrontal cortex, could be sufficient to reverse the aging-related decline of working memory.
Most importantly, our study found that enzymatic depletion of striatal CSPG-associated ECM in aged mice significantly improved motor learning, suggesting extracellular CSPGs regulate striatal neuroplasticity. Cognitive decline is a feature of aging which can partly be explained by molecular and cellular changes that directly affect mechanisms of neuroplasticity (Burke and Barnes, 2006) . Neuroplasticity has been defined as the ability of neurons to modify the efficacy and number of synapses during development and throughout life in response to changes in intrinsic and extrinsic environmental cues. Despite the established association between the neural ECM and neuroplasticity, the impact of the ECM on aging-related cognitive decline is not well established. A recent study identified that spatial learning decline was most strongly associated with aging-related upregulation in hippocampal ECM gene expression in addition to an accumulation of extracellular CSPGs evidenced by WFA staining (Vegh et al., 2014) . This observation suggests the neural ECM may play a unique, dynamic role in the regulation of neuroplasticity in an aging-dependent manner. Our study provides further causal evidence that accumulation of CSPG-associated ECM in the striatum inversely regulates neuroplasticity, suggesting the striatal ECM is a target for the modulation of motor learning decline during aging.
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Although we have not detected statistically significant motor performance difference (Fig. S3A) ,
we fully acknowledge that ChABC may affect motor performance or locomotion of mice, especially via erasure of the diffusive ECM, which is likely surrounding the striatal medium spiny neurons. Such motor performance difference might be detected by other more sensitive motor tests.
Conclusion
A greater understanding of aging-related motor system changes is an important precursor to designing appropriate rehabilitation strategies. Our studies demonstrate that the striatal CSPG-associated ECM could be targeted to improve cogntive function in age mice, which implicates striatal CSPG-associated ECM as a therapeutic target for cognitive deficits in aging or following CNS injuries such as stroke or neurodegenerative disorders of the basal ganglia, including Parkinson's and Huntington's diseases.
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